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Shambhala Sadhana
Question: When do we get a chance to come together as members of the Halifax 
Shambhala Centre and spend time doing three things we enjoy: eating good 
food, talking about things that matter to us, and meditating?

Answer:  At the monthly full moon Shambhala Sadhana event!

Our inaugural full moon event was held on Monday, Sept. 28th, the day after 
the rare supermoon lunar eclipse. I didn’t know much about this event, but I 
had heard it was a potluck and that we would practice the Shambhala Sadhana. 
Since it was open to all members, and their families, it sounded like a good way 
to meet and spend time with other community members.  I had also heard that 
the Sakyong asked all Shambhala centers and groups to gather in this way each 
month, to enjoy each other’s company and to further bind us as a community.           

(continued on page 6)

By Meg Vigerstad
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
by Michelle Munro

DIRECTOR’S REPORT

“The Lion’s Roar is the fearless 
proclamation that any state of 
mind, including the emotions, 
is a workable situation, a 
reminder in the practice of 
meditation. We realize that 
chaotic situations must not be 
rejected. Nor must we regard 
them as regressive, as a return 
to confusion. We must respect 
whatever happens to our state 
of mind. Chaos should be 
regarded as extremely good 
news.”
From The Myth of Freedom by 
Trungpa Rinpoche

This morning when I entered 
the Shambhala Centre for a 
day of work, I was greeted by 
the noise of demolition. This is 
pretty common these days!

It has been a time of many 
physical changes to the 
building, and a wonderful time 
to observe and contemplate 
impermanence.

As many of you know, Fall 
is one of of busiest seasons 
here at the Centre, and the 
uncertainty of transitions and 
constructions has certainly 
“amped up” the feelings of 
groundlessness and intensity. I 
am amazed at the staffs ability 
to be flexible and hold their 
seat in the midst of it all. I feel 
so fortunate to work with such 
a group of dedicated, caring 
individuals. Our new staff 
members, Lisa and Genea, have 
jumped right into their positions 
and are rolling along with the 
rest of us.

It has been an informative 
process, renovating the kitchen. 
Lots of little hiccups along the 
way, as one expects in a major 
renovation. Though it’s looking 
fabulous and nearing the finish 
line! 

The water damage repair and 
asbestos remediation work has 
begun. We have no end date, 
but an estimate of 4-6 weeks. 
During this time, we have no 
use of the front entrance, the 
reception area, or the Snow 
Lion Room. We are using the 
accessibility ramp on the side 
of the building, which for 
some is a new view. I feel since 
accessibility is a key theme 
these days, it’s really great 
people are now getting the 
perspective of entering the 
building this way. More classes 
are being hosted in the building 
upstairs, and we now have a 

new (temporary) shrine room. 
We have nicknamed it “the 
Windhorse Room”. Practice is 
happening in there on a regular 
basis and so far feedback has 
been really positive. People like 
how it feels.

The Strategic Planning 
Committee is putting final 
reframing and polish on the 
report for the Kalapa Council, 
and I look forward to presenting 
the findings to the community 
soon. By the time you read this, 
you have probably received 
an email with details of a 
community meeting.

Thank you all for you patience 
and continued support and 
exertion. Even though the 
building may be temporarily 
smaller, our offerings and 
programs have not decreased. 
Please continue to be engaged, 
follow your inspirations, and 
help us manifest good human 
society. We are being asked to 
partner with organizations and 
events outside the building all 
the time so there are countless 
ways to contribute. Don’t be 
shy. Shake off your hesitation. 
There is no other now.
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The Strategic Planning Committee is synthesizing 
it’s report following a busy few months meeting with 
many members of the community both in groups and 
individually. We are looking forward to presenting our 
findings and proposals to the Kalapa Council early 
November, and then the community shortly after.

A video invitation will be sent in the near future to a 
community gathering where the Strategic Planning 
Committee will present what we have heard, and what 
key directives will be given to the next Director for 
implementation.

Please stay tuned for more information.

UPDATE FROM THE STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE
Submitted by Genea Teskey on behalf of the Strategic Planning Committee

We are pleased to welcome Genea Teskey and Lisa Tay to the staff team at the Halifax Shambhala Centre. Genea 
is fulfulling the role of Way of Shambhala Program Manager, and Lisa has come on board as the Assistant to the 
Director of Path and Culture. 

GENEA TESKEY AND LISA TAY JOIN STAFF

From Genea:

I am very excited to begin my role as the Way of Shambhala Program  
Manager. I was first introduced to Shambhala through a level 1 program in 
Fredericton NB and following a move to Nova Scotia in 2013, I completed 
the rest of levels 3 to 5 and the Basic Goodness and Everyday Life classes in 
Halifax. This August I attended Warrior Assembly at Karmê Chöling. For the 
past six months, I have been the chair of the Strategic Planning Committee 
for the Halifax Shambhala Centre and I have had the opportunity to meet 
many members of the community and be inspired by your dedication and 
devotion.

I have a Masters in Public Administration from Dalhousie University and 
extensive experience in public sector management including 10 years with 
the London Underground in London, England and also as the Executive 
Director of a non-profit organization in Nova Scotia.

From Lisa:

I’m filled with awe every time I see the devotion and constant effort of 
staff, members, and volunteers at the Centre; in the way that they harness 
energies and create everyday magic. I am grateful for the chance to 
gather my courage and fully relate with this brilliant community. To date 
I’ve completed Level 5, attended some amazing talks, and attended 
Being Brave in Halifax. I am looking forward to doing much more in the 
near future. I have so much to learn! As assistant to the Director of Path 
and Culture, I want to meet every person; learn about you; and discover 
all the ways we can support you on your path. 
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Overview

Buddhism 
acknowledges that 
each individual 
manifests both 
feminine and 
masculine energies 
regardless of gender 
labels. How can 
we discover who 
we are beyond 
preconception? What 

assumptions do we carry about our self and others with 
regard to sexual identity? Can we liberate ourselves 
from societal assumptions and be confident in who we 
really are? 

This day is an invitation for the LGBTQ community to 
be together in silence and speech as we explore these 
questions. The day will include sitting meditation, 
movement, discussion, food, and socializing. This 
program is open to people of all spiritual backgrounds. 
People new to meditation are warmly invited.

The Program

In the morning, we will discuss the buddhist perspective 
on feminine and masculine energies. This is not a 
discussion of gender, but how these energies manifest 
within each one of us, and how circumstances might 
encourage manifesting more feminine or masculine 
qualities. There will be guided meditation to discover 
“Who is this human right now?” There will also be 
movement exercises to bring awareness to the body, 
loosen the joints and tendons, and cultivate the “chi”. 
We will discuss what we have noticed about our energy, 
how we might favour or have negative associations with 
a particular energy, and the impact that might have. 

In the afternoon, we will discuss how to work with 
societal assumptions about gender identity: How have 
we experienced other people’s gender expectations? 
What expectations have we had of ourselves and 
others? What aspirations do we have going forward? 
The afternoon will also include movement exercises 
and meditation. We will end with social time and 
refreshments. 

Why we are having an LGBTQ retreat?

Members of the LGBTQ community have had to come 
to grips with who they are because of the obstacles 
they frequently encounter in society.  Whether one 
has achieved peace with that or not, it is good to be 
with others who respect and recognize this journey. 
However, there is something more than just the comfort 
of being on retreat with sympathetic people. By virtue 
of being outside the societal norm with regard to 
sexuality, many of us have had to explore the truth of 
our feelings and cut through confusion about who we 
are more so than those who identify as heterosexual. 
The path of meditation is a natural way to accomplish 
this exploration of “who we really are,” come to 
certainty regarding our self-worth, and develop 
confidence. 

The courage that inspired our non-negotiable self-
reflection can extend into reflecting on our relationships 
with others and help us to be genuine about what 
prejudices and habitual patterns are barriers to 
kindness. The LGBTQ retreat can help us deepen both 
as individuals and also as a community, daring us to 
ask the question, “How can the LGBTQ community be 
an example to the greater society of humans who treat 
other humans well?” 

The Teachers

Acharya Eve Rosenthal has been a meditator in the 
Shambhala Buddhist tradition since 1973. Founder of 
Shambhala Online, she has worked in technology on 
Wall Street and as a university professor. She travels 
widely to teach on meditation and Shambhala Buddhist 
principles and is a long time practitioner and instructor 
of Tai Chi Chuan.

Basia Solarz is an adult educator as well as a meditation 
instructor in the Shambhala Buddhist tradition. She 
works in the provincial healthcare system as a conflict 
transformation specialist. A Fellow for the Study of 
Conflict Transformation, Basia founded Transformative 
Mediation Atlantic, an organization that provides 
training and mentorship in transformative mediation 
and conflict coaching. She also serves as a Deputy 
Director for the Shambhala Office of Societal Health 
and Well-Being, helping to lead and develop the 
Pathfinding Program of conflict resolution within the 
Shambhala community.

EXPLORING THE FEMININE AND MASCULINE: 
A RETREAT FOR THE LGBTQ COMMUNITY
by Acharya Eve Rosenthal 
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WINTER PRACTICE INTENSIVE
by Jeff Scott

Dear Friends -- I wanted to briefly turn your mind toward the Winter Practice Intensive that happens each year from 
December 26 to December 31, so that you had ample time to arrange your schedule.

This year we will be hosting three tracks:

1) Shambhala Meditation weekthun with Kathryn Heckman. Open to the public (In order to count as a weekthun, 
this track will have a different schedule than the other tracks).

2) Werma with Acharya Eve Rosenthal (accommodating all levels of werma/SSA practice)

3) Kurukulla with Walker Blaine & Andrea Doukas (in preparation for the next step on the magnetizing path -- which 
is Red Jambhala -- happening in 2016)

There is a strong desire to offer a hearty soup each day of the intensive for lunch, and so I am looking for a team 
of cooks willing to make these soups and freeze them between now and the end of December.  The centre already 
feels warm & inviting just thinking about it, please let me know if you are willing to cook a batch of soup.

Thank you all so much, I look forward to practicing with you from now until then.  

AT THE CENTRE

Qing Li Chinese Therapy	

ACUPUNCTURE	


Traditional Chinese Medicine	

Suite 206, 1535 Dresden Row	


Tel: 902-407-4355 www.Qingli.ca	


Specializing	  in	  the	  treatment	  of:	  
	  

Pain	  
Stress	  

Infer6lity	  
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SHAMBHALA SADHANA (continued from page 1)

by Meg Vigerstad

Feeling both curious and inspired, 
I prepared a large bowl of black 
bean and corn salad and headed 
down to Tower Road.

When I arrived, there was already 
a table set out with a variety of 
yummy food offerings. There were 
tables and chairs set up for dining 
in the Main Shrine Room, just as 
there are for Taste of Shambhala. 
As in Taste of Shambhala, we 
ate first, sharing good food and 
convivial conversation. Following 
that, we joined together in spirited 
practice of the Shambhala Sadhana.

About two dozen of us had shown 
up, and we were a varied group, 
from new to seasoned meditators. 
Most of us were from Halifax, 

and I was delighted to see that 
one member from Shelburne had 
found a way to join the evening’s 
gathering.

After the food and meditation, 
we broke into small groups 
for conversation. Our leader, 
Shastri Mary Campbell, asked 
us to contemplate a particularly 
provocative paragraph from the 
“basic goodness of society” part 
of the Shambhala Sadhana. All of 
the groups were very animated 
and engaged, with people sharing 
personal stories from their lives, 
work, and families. I had read the 
paragraph in the sadhana quite 
a few times, but hearing others’ 
thoughts and experiences of these 
words made them come alive in 

a new way for me. We came back 
together as a large group, and 
people shared what had sparked 
their interest.

All in all, it was a delightful way 
to spend a Monday evening in 
September: meeting new and 
old friends, and sharing a meal, 
camaraderie, meditation, and 
insight in the warm and uplifted 
environment of our main shrine 
room.  

The next full moon Shambhala 
Sadhana event is on Tuesday, 
October 27th, the evening of the 
Hunter’s Moon, at 6 pm. If this 
sounds like something you would 
enjoy, come on by.

WEEKDAY MEDITATION
Mon. to Sat. 7–8:15am 

(All are welcome to stay at 8am for the daily 
morning chants, 10-15min or so.) 

Mon. to Fri.: 9–10am, 5–6 pm 
(All are welcome to stay at 8am for the daily 
morning chants, 10-15min or so.) 

We always welcome trained Guides, ADs and 
MIs, as well as meditators with a solid experience 
of meditation, to be umdze (timekeeper). If you 
are inspired to contribute to the community of 
meditators, please contact Robert Halpern for details: 
halpernrobert@hotmail.com or 902-405-2697. 

Free of charge. Your generosity is what makes this 
possible. 

SUNDAY MEDITATION
Sundays, 9am–noon 

Sunday morning practice is a golden opportunity to 
practice meditation in a strong container with a range 
of newer and more experienced practitioners, and it is 
a great place to meet with your meditation instructor. 
Free of charge. Donations welcomed! 

The second Sunday of every month includes Maitri 
bhavana, a meditation practice to benefit the seriously 
ill, that will take place every second Sunday—Names 
and illnesses of friends and relatives may be written on 
the sheet posted in the Main Shrine Room. 
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Open to people of any spiritual 
tradition, the Way of Shambhala 
is designed for the modern world 
and is suitable for both beginning 
and experienced meditators alike. 
It provides a strong foundation in 
mindfulness-awareness meditation, 
wisdom teachings, contemplative 
arts and physical disciplines 
rooted in the ancient traditions of 
Shambhala and Tibetan Buddhism.

The Way of Shambhala consists of 
a series of classes and weekend 
programs explores the Shambhala 
vision of basic goodness and 
enlightened society. The practice 
of meditation is presented as a 
means to cultivate fearlessness, 
confidence, openness, and 
gentleness toward ourselves, each 
other and our world. 

The courses are interactive and 
communal, and create a learning 
environment where the teachings 
are intimate and relevant. 
Participants train in meditation, 
and use inquiry, dialogue and 
contemplative arts to integrate the 
teachings.

WAY OF SHAMBHALA

This course in the Basic Goodness Series asks the question, “How can I 
help?” and explores our relationships with others, an aspiration to help our 
world, and specific aspects of social transformation. We look at a Shambhala 
understanding of society, and what enlightened society may be. Is society 
something that is ultimately confused, or is there goodness in human society?

Prerequisites: Meditation in Everyday Life, or Contentment in Everyday 
Life, or Shambhala Training Level I Weekend Retreat.

HOW CAN I HELP? THE BASIC GOODNESS OF SOCIETY
October 26th - November 30th 

Through the practice of meditation, we glimpse unconditional goodness 
as the ground of our existence. Opening to ourselves with gentleness and 
appreciation, we begin to see our potential as genuine and compassionate 
human beings.

Open to everyone! No prerequisites!

SHAMBHALA TRAINING LEVEL I WEEKEND RETREAT
October 23rd - 24th 

An introductory course perfect for beginners, Meditation in Everyday Life 
presents peaceful abiding meditation, basic goodness, and ways that 
meditation practice can improve the quality of our daily life. 

Open to everyone! No prerequisites!

MEDITATION IN EVERYDAY LIFE
November 12th - December 10th
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UPCOMING PROGRAMS AND EVENTS
Oct 23-Nov 7: Refuge Vow & Classes with Acharya Eve Rosenthal

Oct 23-Nov 7: Bodhisattva Vow & Classes with Acharya Eve Rosenthal

Oct 25: Exploring the Feminine and Masculine: A Retreat for the LGBT Community with 
Acharya Eve Rosenthal

Oct 27: Shambhala Sadhana Evening

Oct 31-Nov 1: Shambhala Art Part 1: Coming To Your Senses with Stéphane Bédard

Nov 3: Everyday Rites of Passage with Conner Loomis & David Whitehorn

Nov 19-22: Shambhala Guide Training

Dec 4-Jan 10: Maitri Space Awareness: Exploring the Wisdom of Emotions with Dr. Timothy 
Walker & Liz Richardson

Dec 26-31: Winter Practice Intensive: Werma and Scorpion Seal with Acharya Eve Rosenthal

Dec 26-31: Kurukulla Intensive with Andrea Doukas and Walker Blaine

Dec 26-Jan 1: Shambhala Meditation Weekthun with Shastri Tom Bell & Kathryn Heckman

Dec 31: New Year’s Eve Shambhala Sadhana Feast

AT THE CENTRE

Meditation sharpens our intelligence and uncovers our wisdom. Students 
will receive practical instructions for transforming confused emotions 
and situations into effective actions as they arise. No longer deterred or 
depressed by obstacles, we can include everything as part of the path. 
The challenges of daily life become opportunities for both contemplative 
practice and social action. 

WISDOM IN EVERYDAY LIFE
November 19th - December 17th 

In Level II we begin to work with the obstacles that arise as meditation 
practice develops.  We explore how habitual ways of thinking and 
experiencing obscure the raw brilliance of the world we live in as well as 
our own genuineness and tenderness. Meditation practice allows us to 
observe how we create a cocoon of habits to mask underlying fear.

Prerequisite: Shambhala Training Level I

SHAMBHALA TRAINING LEVEL II WEEKEND RETREAT
November 27th - 29th
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KITCHEN RENOVATION UPDATE

Kitchen renovations have been happening at the centre for the last two months and are finally nearing completion. 
We are so excited to share the beautiful new kitchen space with you! The new kitchen will increase our capacity to 
host large events at the centre, and our ability to serve the community moving forward. Thank you to everyone that 
has been involved in this project, especially Landy and Laurie Mallery who donated all the cabinetry. Thank you for 
your patience during the renovations, we will be having a celebratory event to show off the new space soon.

 

AT THE CENTRE
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GARDENING GOODNESS
Submitted by David Wimberly & Petra Mudie 

This summer, we not only filled three bowls of rainbow salad for the Taste of Shambhala event, but we also had 
enough kale, chard, and squash that we could donate produce to the new St. Mary’s University Food Bank. Petra 
Mudie and David Wimberly took 18 pounds of freshly harvested veggies there when term started in September. 
They were delighted to have the veggies as a welcome addition to their canned and baked goods. The student 
staff were also delighted by the idea of learning how to cook fresh veggies because many of them have never 
grown any!

You should have seen the sparkling eyes of wonder at the children’s planting event to celebrate Harvest of Peace at 
HSC hosted by Cheri Kempt (thanks Cheri!) and David. This event was the idea of Michelle Munro. About a dozen 
children, ages 3 to 10, and their parents learned hands-on how to how plant starter trays with Rainbow Chard, Red 
Russian Kale, spinach, and Romaine lettuce. Each child took home four trays tenderly planted with seeds which 
germinated after about 4 days and are growing micro-greens that can be harvested right from the trays well into 
winter, first outdoors, then indoors. Kids got to put their hands in the soil and learn confidence by successfully 
accomplishing complex magic. Tiny hands planted tiny seeds with great concentration. Some seed was donated 
by Bob Cervelli but the kale seeds were taken right from a still living parent plant which David supplied (roots and 
all), so the children got to harvest seeds from the old crops to plant for a new harvest. Few even of the parents had 
ever done that – many not realizing that gardens can be endless cycles of birth, growth, seed production, harvest 
of the old, and re-birth of a new harvest. We also explained the wonders of healthy soil that contains millions and 
millions of creatures so small we cannot see them yet who are essential to the growth of plants and thus to our 
growth as well.

We have some luscious food waiting for Taste of Shambhala to start again. Dozens of potatoes, all shapes and 
sizes, are still in the ground, waiting to be uncovered, our greens still include Italian Dandelion, kale, chard, & fall 
lettuces, and in our freezer we have over 10 pounds of tomatoes and squash plus a bowl-full of raspberries and 
blackberries.  Our tomatoes and beans will continue producing until the first hard frost. Go over to the back garden 
at the Halifax Centre or our Wellington Street community plot and see for yourself!

A potato harvest hootenanny, and plantings for winter will soon happen. We need donations of straw bales to tuck 
in the hardy evergreens for winter. And we plan to build another mini-hoop tunnel or two to allow winter harvesting 
of greens and herbs. Please let us know when you can join us. Bring your leftover Halloween pumpkins/squashes 
and we can show you how to make soup and/or bread rather than just having a crazy pumpkin smash!! Working 
together with our community is our dream and there is lots for everyone to do before the first snow blanket puts 
the land to sleep.

Photo by Cheri KemptPhoto by Petra Mudie
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FROM THE NERD CORNER: POLITICS
by Robert Alan Paul

I am thoroughly opposed to 
promoting a particular political party 
or agenda and associating it with 
being a Buddhist in our Sangha, as 
if a good Shambhalian must agree 
with such things. In Canada that 
means a good Shambhalian must 
be aligned with the NDP or Green 
party. We must be extremely liberal, 
socialist or libertarian because 
Conservatives are evil and hate 
people, while we (and the NDP, 
etc.) love them. It extends to the 
sustainability movement and global 
climate change. These things, some 
people seem to think, aren’t even 
political, but are merely the sane 
Shambhalian thing to do. 

Of course, if you look behind 
the veil we can see that they 
are quite political. Politics is the 
art of balancing the needs of all 
stakeholders in figuring out how 
to plan and act. In discussions of 
sustainability and climate change 
issues it is frequently ignored 
how some groups of people will 
suffer if the ‘only sane’ directions 
are chosen. For instance, the rich 
countries who became rich with 
abundant and cheap oil are now 
telling the developing countries 

that they must tighten their belts. 
Thus, trying to avoid increased 
greenhouse warming by not 
using abundant cheap energy 
sources comes down to the rich 
telling the poor that they must 
remain poor. This is, of course, 
an oversimplification. These are 
just not simple, cut-and-dry, clear 
decisions that any sane citizen of 
any country must recognize as 
being the way to go.

In Canada we are in the midst 
of an election campaign. Many 
Shambhalians think there are the 
bad conservatives and the other 
good people, and the choice is 
clear. I see twiddle dee and twiddle 
dum dum. Most of the system 
will continue as it has in the past, 
since there are no good proposals 
to significantly change things that 
have any chance of being instituted. 
While I have been out of country 
for two weeks, hence may have 
missed some things, I have not 
heard proposals to have a really 
long election campaign so all the 
issues can be discussed fully—
Canadians get tired of discussing 
such boring things as how our lives 
are controlled by government. 
I have not heard proposals for 
open primaries so that all citizens 
can directly choose their party 
candidates—Canadians like old 
white men to choose such things 
in the back room. I have not heard 
proposals to allow our MPs to vote 
as they wish, on their conscience or 
on the wishes of the constituencies 
that elected them, without getting 
kicked out of the party. 

The latter is called Leninist party 
politics, by the way. I have not 
heard proposals to bring the tax 
rates back to those of the pre-
Reagan era or earlier when those 
with significantly higher incomes 
actually were in significantly higher 
incremental tax brackets. 

In the US we are in the early stages 
of a very long election campaign. 
There is, however, a significant 
choice between twiddle dee-dum 
and a semblance of sanity. I think 
Bernie Sanders is worth looking 
at and listening to. He is actually 
telling the difficult truth that is 
resonating with what we already 
know. He is mobilizing large 
numbers with small contributions, 
rather than its reverse. I personally 
think he is the Franklin Roosevelt 
of our time and the only chance 
the USA has of avoiding violent 
revolt of the increasingly oppressed 
and growing population of poor 
and working poor who live without 
hope. 

Does he promote the basic 
goodness of all people? Not really, 
since I think he would exclude 
billionaires from his Christmas list. 
Yet, he comes closer than anyone 
I have seen in a very long time, 
if ever. He also has experience, 
chutzpa and charisma, hence has 
a chance of success. I started this 
article by generally rejecting the 
idea that we should ally ourselves 
with any particular political party or 
agenda. I think Bernie’s potential is 
worth taking a second look.

COMMUNITY NEWS
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DEATH MATTERS
by Deborah Luscomb

The Death Café meets the first Thursday of each month at 3:30 at the Trident Café on Hollis Street in Halifax. The 
next gathering is November 5th.  

Recommended reading

Who Dies?: An Investigation of Conscious Living and Conscious Dying by Stephen & Ondrea Levine

“Because WHO DIES? is rooted in our collective intuitive wisdom, gleaned from a quiet mind, it is a definite 
departure from the plethora of books which the new dying movement has spawned. This book has addressed itself 
to the many aspects of the dying process with refreshing insight, candor, and lightness.  It invites us to look directly 
at ‘what is’, with clarity and without judgment.  It divests the incredible melodrama called ‘death’ of its frightful 
power, supplanting fear with calm, simple, compassionate understanding.”- from the Preface by Ram Dass

A TED Talk http://www.ted.com/talks/bj_miller_what_really_matters_at_the_end_of_life 

“At the end of our lives, what do we most wish for? For many, it’s simply comfort, respect, love. BJ Miller is a 
palliative care physician at Zen Hospice Project who thinks deeply about how to create a dignified, graceful end of 
life for his patients. Take the time to savor this moving talk, which asks big questions about how we think on death 
and honor life.”

From The Conversation

Death and despair or peace and contentment: why families need to talk about end-of-life options Watch for the 
next Death Matters workshop…. in January….

For more information and to register, please contact Deborah Luscomb, dfluscomb@gmail.com, 902.403.7590.
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DARTMOUTH SHAMBHALA MEDITATION GROUP

ST. MARGARETS BAY SHAMBHALA CENTRE
13495 Peggy’s Cove Road, Upper Tantallon
bay.shambhala.org • smbsc@chebucto.ns.ca 

Ongoing/open to all:
Meditation Plus!
Wednesdays 7pm – 9pm.
Meditation practice plus tea, a short talk and
Discussion. Meditation Instruction at 7pm.

Supper at Shambhala 
1st Wed of each month
(serving from 5:45 – 6:45 pm)
Soup plus pot luck and donations.
Bring family, friends and neighbours.

Community Meditation Practice
Sundays 9:30am – noon

Contact Bruce at 876-8880 or  
bruce.wauchope@nspower.ca

The Dartmouth Shambhala Meditation group has 
moved! Tuesday night practice and programs, as well 
as our monthly Half-Nyinthun and community potluck 
are now taking place in our beautiful new space in the 
MacPhee Centre for Creative Learning, located at 50 
Queen St. in downtown Dartmouth. Plenty of parking 
is available on Queen St, and other streets nearby. We 
invite you to visit our website (below) for details about 
our upcoming programs, and to join us as we practice, 
grow and celebrate as a community in our delightful 
new home. 

info@dartmouth-shambhala.ca  
www.dartmouth.shambhala.org 

Join us on the 3rd Sunday of every month for A Taste of 
Meditation Half-Nyinthun and Community Potluck.  

9am- 10:45am – sitting for experienced practitioners 
10:45am -11am – Tea. 11am-12pm – Meditation 
Instruction available for new practitioners. 12pm-1pm 
– Community Potluck – contributions welcome but not 
necessary, families welcome!

Tuesday evening Open House and Meditation 
Every Tuesday, 7-9pm. Everyone is welcome! Sitting 
meditation 7 - 7:50 pm - Tea Discussion/ Talk/Program 
8 - 9pm Meditation instruction available.     

Suggested donation $7 per evening. Cost should not  
be a factor in any program, please pay what you can    
if this is a concern.

Tuesdays 7-9:15 pm, we welcome anyone interested 
in learning how to meditate or already have a regular 
practice to join us for meditation, tea social, followed 
by a talk or discussion on topics of Shambhala 
Buddhism and applications of meditation in daily life. 

http://dartmouth.shambhala.org.

Continuing throughout the year we offer diverse 
programs and special practice and study events offered 
by visiting teachers. See our calendar page for what is 
happening: 

http://dartmouth.shambhala.org/monthly-calendar/
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STAFF DIRECTORY

Executive Director
Michelle Munro
hscdirector15@gmail.com x 130

Director of Path and Culture
Jeff Scott
pathandculture@gmail.com x 131 

Finance
Bob Hastey
bhastey@shambhala.org x 113

Way of Shambhala 
Program Manager
Genea Teskey
wayofshambhala@shambhala.org x 134

Communications and Marketing
Alexander Meade
hsc.marketing.communications@gmail.com 
x 120

Assistant to Director of Path 
and Culture
Lisa Tay
pathcultureassistant@gmail.com x 115

Reception 
Dinah Brown
drbrown@shambhala.org x 110

Building Caretaker
Peter Clancy
hsc.caretaker@gmail.com x130

HALIFAX SHAMBHALA CENTRE STAFF & VOLUNTEERS

Kalapa Ikebana Group
Contact: 

June Crow
Liza Matthews

Open Volunteer Positions:
• Families & Youth Coordinator
• Outreach Coordinator
• Volunteer Mentor
• Audio/Recording Coordinator
• Culture & Decorum
• Hospitality 

If you are interested in any of these 
positions, please contact Michelle 
Munro at hscdirector15@gmail.com

Halifax Shastris
Mary Campbell & Tom Bell                       

Atlantic Regional Shastris
Alice Haspray, Christine Sloan,  
Veit Weber

Societal Health & Wellbeing
Contact: Jacquie Bell or Tara Nauss

Feast Coordinator 
Frederic Villemure
frederic.villemure11@gmail.com

Shrine Keepers
Dewi Roberts and Sandra Selva 

Membership Coordinator
Kerstin Martin
membership@shambhala.org

Daily Sitting Coordinator
Robert Halpern

Chair, Dekyong Council
Mimi McLorie

Regimental Commander, 
Gesar Arm
Joseph Pratt

Building Security
Pam Johnson

Website
Chris Morel
Rickey Pannel

Generosity Policy

The Halifax Shambhala Centre is a 
non-profit organization supported 
by program fees, donations and the 
energy of many volunteers. While 
our programs have suggested fees 
needed to support the Centre, if 

that is an obstacle, you may pay as 
much as you are able to pay. 

There are many opportunities 
for volunteers to help make our 
activities, programs and resources 
available to the community. See 
http://halifax.shambhala.org/get-
involved/volunteering-how-to-help/ 

on the Halifax Shambhala Centre 
homepage. 

No-Scent Policy
The Halifax Shambhala Centre 
is scent-free. Please refrain from 
wearing scented products.


